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[57] ABSTRACT 
A probe, particularly for enteral feeding of living crea 
tures, with a balloon coordinated to the insertion end of 
the probe tube, the balloon being ?llable with liquid and 
emptiable in the inserted condition. The probe tube end 
is secured on a pilot probe and is detachable from the 
outside. 

33 Claims, 11 Drawing Figures 
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PROBE 

Matter enclosed in heavy brackets [ ] appears in the 
original patent but forms no part of this reissue speci?ca 
tion; matter printed in italics indicates the additions made 
by reissue. 

The invention relates to a probe, particularly for 
enteral feeding of living creatures, by which a balloon is 
coordinated to the insertion end of the probe tube, 
which balloon is ?llable with liquid and is emptiable in 
the inserted condition. 

Corresponding alimentary probes serving the admin 
istration of liquid nutrient in stomachs or for example 
the duodenum may be formed with a most extremely 
small caliber, an outer diameter of the probe tube under 
2 mm being usual. The transfer to the target site takes 
place with the use of a guide weight in the form of a 
liquid substance which enters the balloon which lies on 
the insertion side. Known intestinal probes make possi 
ble the detaching of the guide weight, which can then 
leave the target site in a natural manner. The use of such 
probes is however not possible with constrictions in the 
intestinal tract, since under circumstances it can pro 
duce an intestinal tract, since under circumstances it can 
produce an intestinal obstruction. With the latter its use 
is completely impossible. 
Although cross-sectionally small probes actually pro 

jecting from patients normally, with respect to the in 
troduction as well as the long period of lying in bed, are 
tolerated, thus the introduction in patients with poor 
general condition and their consequently dependent 
passivity are mostly still dif?cult after all, particularly 
with fainting conditions. 
The object of the invention particularly is to form 

such a probe of advantageous use in a simpler technical 
manner of production, such that the insertion section 
having little windings is quickly and surely overcome 
also without activity on the part of the patients, so that 
upon reaching the winding multiple zones, the actual 
target site then reached with the use of the ?lling 
weight and regulatable balloon cross-section, respec 
tively, and the natural peristalsis. 

In the modern ileus treatment, for a long time two 
lumen probes are used (Miinchener Medizinische Wo 
chenschrift 110/1968, pages 470-474), which carry in 
the medicine section the designation Miller-Abbott 
probe. Here the ?lling weight indeed is pulled off over 
an integrated second line of the probe tube, whereas the 
other line or chamber communicates with the stomach 
or intestinal space. This tube is however relatively thick 
in cross section and thus rigid so that here ?rst of all the 
problem of the coordination compatibility or tolerance 
exists. It also can not be brought to any desired target 
site and already on this basis it is unsuited as a nutrient 
or alimentary probe. Correspondingly thick probe tubes 
in addition can not lie for a long time in the patient. 
The invention to the contrary provides the use of a 

probe part which makes possible an active insertion 
only for a limited insertion path and accordingly a lim 
ited time duration. A probe of this type thus ful?lls only 
a pilot function. It drags the substantially cross-section 
ally smaller probe tube which is fastened on its tip safely 
into the selected exit or starting range. The pilot probe 
is then disconnected and removed from the inserted 
probe tube end. This disconnection takes place from the 
outside and indeed with the use of a partial ?lling up of 
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2 
the balloon, which under increasing ?lling pressure 
“pushes itself off" from the pilot probe. Concerning this 
it is advantageous when the balloon, with the use of a 
clamping connection between the pilot probe and the 
probe tube, is coupled with the latter. The ?exibility of 
the material from which the probe is made, can thereby 
most favorably be used for achieving an elastic clamp 
ing connection, for example, advantageously in the 
manner that the balloon wall is clamped or squeezed in 
a slot of the pilot probe. A corresponding slot may be 
formed during probe manufacturing with a contem 
plated probe, or still also may be provided anytime on 
an existing probe, for example, a conventional stomach 
probe, by providing a corresponding cut. Since a pilot 
probe used of this form, by its tube formation indeed 
then can have two slots arranged in diametrically oppo 
site position, practically two clamping zones indepen 
dent from one another are made, so that the coordina 
tion security which is aimed at exists in spite of the 
decoupling which surely can be carried out. 

After the exact placement, the liquid can be supplied 
which forms the guide weight as well as the enlarged 
carrier cross-section, which takes place in the manner of 
the remaining ?lling of the balloon at the end side, 
which balloon is closeable by a removable closure mem 
ber. Such a closure member can be realized in the form 
of a nominal or desired breaking zone in the balloon 
wall, or in a likewise favorable manner also by a strippa 
ble collar of the balloon, the latter having an end open 
ing, which collar is slipped on a folded loop. This collar 
holds together the two balloon wall sections that are 
laid correspondingly against each other, i.e. bent bal 
loon wall sections, until the moment of the increase of 
the inner pressure in the balloon. The preconnection of 
a clamping zone with security brings about a timewise 
succession of detaching and opening. The partial ?lling 
up alone consequently does not cause the opening of the 
tube. On the other hand by pulling off the ?lling weight, 
a cross-section reduction of the balloon can take place 
in adjustment or adaptation to given necessities, for 
example with mechanical obstacles. After opening of 
the balloon, the supply of the nutrient liquid can be 
started. The emptied, now slack balloon body joins or 
follows as a tube zone extending the probe, which zone 
steps back cross-sectionalwise indeed still behind those 
of the cross-section of the probes, and as a result of the 
extremely small wall thickness has a still greater readi 
ness to adjust to the winding courses. Another favor 
able form of the construction of a coupling/clamping 
connection resides in the coordination of a terminal 
clamping cap for the clamping of the balloon wall. This 
cap is blasted off during partial ?lling, however it re 
mains on the pilot probe body and is again removed 
together with the latter. Another favorable solution is 
that the pilot probe on its end possesses a plug-in space 
for reception of a part of the balloon. The balloon 
which is predetermined for the insertion of the probe in 
sufficient measure, which balloon is folded-in for exam 
ple in narrow bends, is lead out during partial ?lling, 
winding for winding, from this reception space, so that 
also here a safe decoupling of the probe tube end from 
the pilot probe is provided. A correspondingly high 
security of use is also provided by the measure that the 
pilot probe contains a pulling member for releasing the 
coupling connection, which pulling member extends up 
to the free end of the pilot probe. Here in an advanta 
geous manner the pilot probe tube cavity is used for the 
accommodation of the pulling member. The end side 
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connection mechanisms here can be embodied such that 
a loop originating from the balloon body projects into 
the range of the pulling member, which loop with cor 
responding withdrawal of the pulling member releases 
the balloon. On the other hand also still the balloon 
body itself, with formation of a loop, can be coordi 
nated to the pilot probe such that the pulling member 
retains the bend or loop of this balloon, gripping behind 
the loop in a corresponding manner. The pilot probe 
can still also be arranged inside of the probe tube, for 
example formed such that the pulling member which 
serves for the decoupling constitutes the pilot probe. 
Here it can deal with a steel wire. 

Further advantages and particulars of the subject 
matter of the invention are closely described in the 
following on the basis of several drawings of illustrative 
embodiment examples. 
FIG. 1 is the probe according to the ?rst embodiment 

example with illustration of the coupling/clamping 
connection, 
FIG. 2 is this probe with initiated release of the probe 

tube end from the pilot probe, 
FIG. 3 is a side view of the pilot probe in individual 

illustration with illustration of the clamping slot, 
FIG. 4 is a section according to the lines IV—IV in 

FIG. 1, 
FIG. 5 is the probe with the balloon partial ?lling 

forming the guide weight, which probe is released from 
the pilot probe, 
FIG. 6 is the balloon in the emptied condition, 
FIG. 7 is the probe according to a second embodi 

ment example, with the clamping cap as the coupling/ 
clamping connection means between the pilot probe 
and the probe tube illustrated in section, 
FIG. 8 is a section according to the lines VIII-VIII 

in FIG. 7, 
FIG. 9 is the probe according to the third embodi 

ment example, according to which the balloon is ac 
commodated in a reception space of the pilot probe 
[and]. 
FIG.10 is the fourth embodiment example of the 

probe with utilization of a pulling member as the actuat 
ing means neutralizing the coupling connection. and,‘ 
FIG. 11 is a broken-away view of a ?fth embodiment 

example in which the pilot probe is inside of the probe tube. 
The alimentary probe comprises a ?exible tube 1, the 

distal end of which continues in a balloon 2 which is 
equally attached, or separately coordinated, however 
then not removeable. The latter is formed by an ex 
tremely thin walled tubular body originating from an 
end side tube bead 3. Its open end 4 is closed by a clo 
sure member 5. The latter is formed in the shape of a 
collar. For closing the end of the balloon, this collar is 
slipped on the correspondingly balloon wall sections I 
and II which are folded against one another from the 
fold bend end, so that it holds together the folded-over 
sections forming the closure position VI which is 
achieved by bending. 
The closing location VI lies on the other side of a 

connection location V2 between the probe end 6 (which 
end is formed by the balloon 2) and a pilot probe 7. The 
latter is relatively stiff relative to the probe 1 and is 
formed substantially larger in cross-section, such that it 
is actively insertable while carrying along the probe 
tube 1, the latter being fastened on its insert side end. Its 
end 8 has a dome-shaped form. 
At any time and thus also in the inserted condition, 

the probe tube 1 is detachable from outside of the pilot 
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4 
probe 7. For this purpose a clamping connection is used. 
The pilot probe 7, for that purpose, in the end range has 
a small longitudinal slot (stick-in space) 9. A loop Sch of 
the balloon wall W is pulled in the longitudinal slot. For 
separating the probe tube end from the pilot probe 7, a 
?lling medium is introduced from the free probe tube 
end, preferably in the form of a liquid substance forming 
the filling weight, and indeed at ?rst only as a partial 
?lling. The probe tube sided end section of the balloon 
2 in this case enlarging in cross-section, pushes the 
probe end off from the pilot probe 7 (arrow x) and 
thereby pulls out the loop Sch (which loop clamps off 
the remaining space) from the longitudinal slot 9 (arrow 
y), (the latter slot forming the coupling/clamping), so 
that in the end state by the ?lling pressure a complete 
separation of the pilot probe 7 and the probe tube 1 is 
brought about. The pilot probe thereafter can be pulled 
off. 
By further ?lling, now the balloon which forms the 

guide weight is brought to the desired cross-section so 
that with utilization of the peristalsis the tube migrates 
to the target site. Upon reaching the same, the balloon 2 
is opened by means of ?nishing the ?lling. The collar 
like closure member 5 which is set or matched to a 
predetermined ?lling pressure, is pushed down from the 
balloon wall sections I and II (which sections are folded 
on one another forming the closure position VI), so that 
the balloon contents flow off and the supply of the 
nutrient liquid can be started. 
The connection location (or clamp fastening location) 

V2 is placed such that approximately half of the tube 
which forms the balloon stands available for the partial 
?lling. The remaining length is used for the formation of 
the loop Sch and for formation of the end side closure 
position VI. 
The slot 9 forms with a tubular shaped pilot probe, 

two clamping lip pairs 11 and 12, respectively, which 
are diametrical opposite each other. Corresponding to 
the longitudinal alignment of the slot 9, the held section 
of the balloon is set through the probe cavity 13 as a 
narrow stay, so that an evacuation or sucking off of the 
stomach contents via the wall openings 14, which suck 
ing off is perhaps necessary during insertion, is not 
hindered over the pilot probe then serving as a stomach 
probe. In lips formed of a tube wall, a particularly elas 
tic clamping connection is brought between the pilot 
probe 7 and the probe tube 1. 
The probe according to the second embodiment ex 

ample differs from the previously described, in so far as, 
there the connection position V2 is formed from a 
clamping cap 15. This cap, corresponding to the dome 
shape, extends from an articulation or hinge position 15' 
of the pilot probe and is pressed on with clamping of 
that section of the balloon wall W which is to be 
clamped. The terminal clamping cap 15 causes no en 
largement of the pilot probe tip worth mentioning and 
can be coordinated to the latter attached, welded or also 
in the manner of an adhesive connection. The end sec 
tion which hangs over the edge of the cap comprising 
the balloon wall sections I and II, moreover is closed by 
the strippable collar in the above described manner. 
The embodiment example according to FIG. 9 differs in 
so far from the rest in that here the pilot probe 7, on its 
introduction-sided end, forms a plug-in space 17, which 
space is formed by a slipped~on or attached sleeve 16. 
This space receives the end side half of the balloon 2, 
and indeed with formation of the fold layers indicated in 
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FIG. 9, the last two of which form the closure position 
VI of the balloon (balloon wall sections I and II). 
The fold layers are prevented from slipping out from 

the space 17 by an inwardly directed annular shoulder 
16’ of the sleeve on the exit side. 5 
The embodiment example according to FIG. 10 again 

provides a modi?ed pilot probe 7, in so far as this has a 
pulling member 18 extending up to its end in the form of 
a synthetic or plastic wire or steel wire, and indeed for 
releasing of the coupling connection between the pilot l0 
probe 7 and the probe tube 1. The pulling member 18 is 
stored or inserted in the pilot probe tube and set 
through a loop 20 in a lock-bolt manner, which loop 
extends through an opening 19 of the pilot probe wall. 
This loop can be attached directly or can be realized by 15 
a loop substantially in the type of the loop Sch in FIG. 
1. After reaching of the desired exit point, the pulling 
member is displaced in the direction of the outside end 
of the probe so that the loop 20 is free and exits from the 
opening 19. The pilot probe hereafter is removeable. 20 
The reference characters are carried over analogously. 
A further embodiment example (FIG. 11) resides in 

that the pilot probe is arranged inside of the probe tube 
1 possibly in the shape of a suf?ciently stiff steel core 
[or bore.] Also another material pairing is thinkable 25 
when this possesses the necessary slidability with re 
spect to one another. The tube is made of synthetic or 
plastic material. As the pilot probe, for example, also 
the pulling member [18] 180 which serves the decou 
pling can be used. 

I claim: 
1. A probe means, particularly for enteral feeding of 

living creatures extending from the outside in an in 
serted condition in the creatures, comprising 

a hollow probe tube de?ning an insertion end, 
a balloon constituting an end portion of said probe 

tube being coordinated to said insertion end of said 
probe tube and communicating therewith for ?lling 
the balloon, said balloon being adapted to be ?lled 
with liquid through said probe tube, 

a separate pilot probe along said probe tube constitut 
ing exclusively means for initially inserting said 
balloon in a push-in path and said insertion end of 
said probe tube partially into the living creature, 

means for emptying said balloon in an inserted condi- 45 
tion detached completely from said pilot probe, 

said pilot probe extending up to said end portion of 
said probe tube, grasping said balloon at a portion 
other than an end of said balloon, said pilot probe 
non-?uidly communicating with said balloon, and 50 
being completely separable from said balloon, said 
pilot probe further being removable from the living 
creature without said balloon, the latter remaining 
in communication with the outside via said probe 
tube. 

2. The probe means according to claim 1 wherein 
said pilot probe is formed with a stick-in space, 
said balloon has a balloon wall, 
a loop formed by said balloon wall is clamped in said 

stick-in space of said pilot probe, said stick-in space 60 
of said pilot probe de?nes a clamp fastening loca 
tion on said balloon disposed at approximately half 
the length of the balloon. 

3. The probe means as set forth in claim 2, wherein 
said stick-in space is formed as a slot in said pilot 65 

probe, 
said loop is clamped in the slot. 
4. The probe means as set forth in claim 3, wherein 
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said slot extends completely through said pilot probe 
and said balloon wall extends through said slot 
such that said loop extends outside said pilot probe. 

5. The probe means according to claim 1, wherein 
said balloon has a wall, 
said pilot probe has a terminal clamping cap means 

for clamping of said wall of said balloon and releas 
ing said wall of said balloon upon a partial ?lling of 
said balloon. 

6. The probe means according to claim 1, wherein 
said pilot probe de?nes an insertion side end formed 

with a plug-in space, 
a portion of said balloon is removeably disposed in 

said plug-in space. 
7. The probe means according to claim 1, wherein 

said pilot probe is arranged inside of said probe tube. 
8. The probe means as set forth in claim 1, wherein 

said pilot probe holds said balloon at a fastening loca 
tion on one side of said pilot probe, 

said balloon has two balloon wall sections which are 
folded together lying on the opposite side of said 
pilot probe and said fastening location, and 

said emptying means includes a collar holding said 
two balloon wall sections folded together, said 
collar being slidable off said balloon wall sections 
by a predetermined inner ?lling pressure in said 
balloon. 

9. The probe means as set forth in claim 1, wherein 
said pilot probe grasps said balloon in an un?lled condi 
tion thereof during insertion together of said pilot probe 
and said balloon. 

10. The probe means as set forth in claim 1, wherein 
said probe tube including said insertion end has a sub 
stantially smaller cross-section than that of said pilot 
probe. 

11. the probe means as set forth in claim 1, wherein 
said balloon is adapted for being transported to a target 
site in a ?lled condition thereof by peristalsis after the 
complete separation from said pilot probe, 

said emptying means includes, 
closure means for holding said balloon closed until a 

predetermined inner ?lling pressure occurs in said 
balloon at the target site. 

12. The probe means as set forth in claim 11, wherein 
said end of said balloon is open. 

13. The probe means as set forth in claim 1, wherein 
said pilot probe is formed as a hollow tube. 

14. The probe means according to claim 13, wherein 
said pilot probe de?nes an insertion side end, 

a coupling connection of said probe tube to said pilot 
probe adjacent said insertion side end, 

pulling means for decoupling said coupling connec 
tion, 

said pulling means is contained in said pilot probe and 
extends therein up to said insertion side end. 

15. A probe means, particularly for enteral feeding of 
living creatures extending from the outside in an in 
serted condition in the creatures, comprising 

a probe tube de?ning an insertion end, 
a pilot probe adjacent to said probe tube, 
a balloon constituting a probe tube end being coordi 

nated to said insertion end of said probe tube, said 
balloon being adapted to be ?lled with liquid, 

means for emptying said balloon in an inserted condi 
tion, 

means for securing said probe tube end on said pilot 
probe detachable from the outside, 
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said securing means de?nes a connection position on 
one side of said pilot probe, 

said balloon has balloon wall sections lying on the 
opposite side of said pilot probe and said connec 
tion position, 

said emptying means includes closure means for hold 
ing said balloon wall sections together, said closure 
means for removing from said balloon wall sections 
by a predetermined inner pressure in said balloon. 

16. The probe means according to claim 15, wherein 
said closure means constitutes a collar means for 

stripping off from said balloon wall sections by said 
predetermined inner pressure in said balloon. 

17. The probe means according to claim 16, wherein 
said collar means combines said balloon wall sections 

in a folded-over condition. 
18. The probe means as set forth in claim 15, wherein 
said balloon has an open end at an end of one of said 

wall sections. 
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said balloon upon ?lling the latter via the probe tube 
at the target site. 

22. The probe means according to claim 21. wherein 
said closure means is a collar means for sliding off said 

balloon by said predetermined inner ?lling pressure in 
said balloon. 

23. The probe means according to claim 20, wherein 
said balloon has balloon wall sections, 
said emptying means includes closure means holding 

said balloon wall sections together, said closure means 
being removed from said balloon wall sections by a 
predetermined inner ?lling pressure in said balloon. 

24. The probe means according to claim 20, further 
comprising 

pulling means for effecting said disengaging of said pilot 
probe from said probe tube, said pulling means is said 
pilot probe itself pulled for removal from outside of the 
creature. 

25. A probe means. particularly for the enteral feeding of 
19. A probe means. particularly for enteral feeding of 20 

living creatures extending from the outside in an inserted 
condition in the creature, comprising 

living creatures, comprising 
a ?exible probe tube having a distal end and adapted for 

a hollow probe tube de?ning an insertion end range. 
said insertion end range of said probe tube includes a 

balloon connected to said probe tube and communi 
cating therewith for ?lling said balloon with liquid 
through said probe tube, 

a separate pilot probe along said probe tube extending to 
said insertion end range of said probe tube, said pilot 
probe operatively engaging said insertion end range of 
said probe tube, not being in liquid supply communi 
cation with said balloon, and constituting exclusively 
means for initially inserting in a push-in path said 
balloon including said insertion end range of said 
probe tube into the living creature with the probe tube 
extending to the outside of the creature, 

said pilot probe being selectively completely removable 
away from said probe tube and said balloon, respec 
tively. with said pilot probe being removable from the 
living creature without removing therefrom said inser 
tion end range of said probe tube and said balloon, 
respectively, the latter remaining in the living creature 
in communication with the outside via said probe tube, 

means for emptying said balloon in an inserted condition 
in the creature, with said pilot probe removed com 
pletely from said probe tube and out of the creature. 

20. A probe means, particularly for enteral feeding of 
living creatures extending from the outside in an inserted 
condition at a target site in the creatures, comprising 

a probe tube having an insertion end range. 
said insertion end range of said probe tube includes a 

balloon communicatingly connected to said probe 
tube. said balloon being adapted to be ?lled with 
liquid through said probe tube, 

a pilot probe extending adjacent to said probe tube, 
means operatively engaging said probe tube at said inser 

tion end range by said pilot probe for initially inserting 
said probe tube and said balloon respectively into the 
creature and removably disengaging said pilot probe 
from said probe tube and from the creature from the 
outside. and 

means for emptying said balloon in an inserted condition 
in the creature at the target site. 

21. The probe means according to claim 20, wherein 
said emptying means includes closure means, 
a free end of said balloon is open. 
said closure means closing said free end of said balloon 

until a predetermined inner filling pressure occurs in 
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extending from the outside in an inserted condition of 
the distal end in the creature, 

a balloon, adapted to be filled with liquid, communicat 
ingly connected to said distal end of said ?exible probe 
tube, said balloon adapted at a target site in the living 
creature to be ?lled via said probe tube and emptied 
into the living creature, 

a pilot probe exclusively constituting means for initially 
pushing said distal end with said balloon attached 
thereto in an un?lled condition of the latter into the 
living creature. said pilot probe being pushed into said 
?exible probe tube and for being separateable there 
from from outside of the living creature when said 
distal end and said balloon are in the inserted condi 
tion in the living creature. 

26. The probe means according to claim 25, wherein 
said balloon is formed with a free closure end adapted to 

be opened when the balloon is ?lled to a predeter 
mined degree at the target site. 

27. The probe means according to claim 26, wherein 
said free closure end comprises a folded over free end of 

said balloon, said free end is formed with an opening, 
means for holding said folded over free end of said bal 

loon so as to close said opening and for releasing at a 
certain ?lling pressure in said balloon constituting 
said predetermined degree of ?lling. 

28. The probe means as set forth in claim 25, wherein 
said probe tube is formed of a wire. 
29. The probe means as set forth in claim 28, wherein 
said wire comprises a core. 
30. A probe means, particularly for enteral feeding of 

living creatures extending from the outside in an inserted 
condition in the creatures, comprising 

a hollow probe tube having a distal end portion constitut 
ing an insertion end region, 

said distal end portion includes a balloon communicat 
ingly connected to said probe tube for receiving liquid 
through said probe tube from the outside, said hollow 
probe tube constituting means for supplying the liquid 
to said balloon, 

a pilot probe extending along and operatively engaging 
said probe tube constituting exclusive means for ini 
tially inserting in an initial insertion push-in path said 
balloon in an un?lled condition into the living crea 
ture and said probe tube partially into the living crea 
ture with said probe tube extending out to the outside 
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of the living creature, said pilot probe not being in 
?uid supply communication with said balloon, 

said pilot probe constituting means for being completely 
removable relative to said probe tube upon reaching 
said initial insertion push-in path and for being re 
moved from the outside from the living creature with 
said probe tube remaining partially inside the living 
creature and extending to the outside with the balloon 
remaining in the living creature in communication 
with the outside via said probe tube, 

said balloon constituting means fl)!‘ being partially ?lled 
with the liquid through said probe tube from the out 
side of the living creature and without said pilot tube 
when the latter has been removed for moving to a 
target site by peristalsis of the living creature, 

means for emptying the liquid in said balloon into the 
living creature at said target site. 

31. A probe means, particularly for enteral feeding of a 
living creature extending from the outside in an inserted 
condition into the creature, comprising 

a probe tube de?ning a distal insertion end region, 
a balloon connected to said insertion end region of said 

probe tube and communicating with said probe tube 
for ?lling the balloon through said probe tube, 

a separate pilot probe along and operatively engaging 
said probe tube, said pilot probe extending up to said 
insertion end region of said probe tube and constitut 
ing exclusively means for initially inserting in a push 
in path said balloon and said insertion end region of 
said probe tube into the living creature, 

said pilot probe being completely removable from said 
pilot probe and from the living creature without said 
balloon. the latter remaining in the living creature in 
communication with the outside via said probe tube, 

means for emptying said balloon in an insertion condi 
tion in the living creature. 

32. The probe means as set ?trth in claim 19, 20, 30 or 
3], wherein 
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said pilot probe is disposed inside said probe tube during 

the initial insertion of said probe tube and said balloon 
into the living creature. 

33. A method for supplying liquid into the gastro-intesti 
nal tract of a living creature via a ?exible probe tube com 
municating with a balloon releasing its contents into the 
creature at a predetermined degree of filling of the balloon 
with the latter attached at a distal end of the probe tube, 
comprising the steps of 
pushing the distal end of the probe tube with the at 

tached balloon in an unin?ated condition into the 
living creature in an initial insertion push-in path by 
operatively engaging said probe tube with a pilot tube, 
with the probe tube extending to the outside of the 
living creature, 

from the outside of the living creature removing the pilot 
probe from the living creature, while leaving the distal 
end of the probe tube and the balloon inside the living 
creature with the probe tube extending to the outside, 

partially filling the balloon with the liquid, such that the 
balloon with the probe tube connected thereto travels 
to a target site by peristalsis, yet with the probe tube 
extending to the outside, 

?lling the balloon with the liquid from the outside until 
the predetermined degree of ?lling of the balloon is 
reached, whereupon the balloon releases the liquid 
into the creature. 

34. The probe means as set forth in claim 20, further 
comprising 
means for preventing the balloon from folding back 

upside down on its length during said initial inserting. 
35. The probe means as set forth in claim 25, further 

comprising 
means for preventing the balloon from folding back 

upside down on its length during said initial pushing. 
36. The probe means as set forth in claim 34, wherein 
said probe tube and said pilot probe constitute members, 
said preventing meand is a portion of one of said mem 

bers. 
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